design +
delivery guidelines
IMS is able to accept and insert a variety of materials and items with your mailpiece. Material should have
a smooth surface and be free of exposed adhesives. The insert should be boxed flat and facing the same direction.
Plastic style cards and booklet type inserts do not insert well, they have a tendency to stick together or are too heavy to
insert, which can cause complications with the machine.
An insert should be 1/2” shorter than the outside envelope, each side, from side to side. From flap to bottom of the
envelope we require 1/4” clearance. If you are unsure of anything about your insert, please send it to us for testing.
Inserts should be delivered 7-10 business days prior to the job running. This will give us enough time to receive the insert,
determine how the insert will affect postage costs, and to produce the insert.

A Note About Minimum Insert Size
Your inserts get trimmed down from larger sheets of paper. There is always
a .125” zone around the outside edges of an insert where important images,
logos, and text cannot be placed.
This means that if you’re designing your insert to be the minimum size of 8.5”x3.5”,
you would put all of your important items within an 8.25”x 3.25” area. It’s fine to
have decorative color or background images all the way to the edge of the page.
This way, when the cutting machine cuts your inserts, nothing essential gets cut
and left behind.
Any insert that requires full bleed (ink that goes to the edge of the paper) add an
additional .125" to each side with crop marks in each corner. The crop marks should
indicate the finished insert size. (example crop marks at 8.5"x3.5")

Minimum Insert Size:
8.5” x 3.5”
Minimum Thickness: .003”
Maximum Thickness: .0625”
Fold Type:
“C” Fold Only
Maximum # of Inserts: 4
Insert file format: PDF only

Any insert may be vertical (3.5”x8.5”), or horizontal (8.5”x3.5”).

Shipping & Receiving
All materials shipped from an outside vendor need to be labeled with your
institution’s name and shipped to:

IMS, Inc.

Attn. Warehouse Manager
245 Commerce Blvd.
Liverpool NY 13088

Leftover materials can be stored for up to 60 days or returned, per your
request.
IMS can facilitate printing of all marketing materials and inserts. IMS, Inc. accepts a wide
variety of file formats, as well as can provide a library of artwork and full design team to
assist, if needed.
IMS, Inc. • Customer Service Department • csr@imsdirect.com • 1-800-466-4189

Non-essential colors and images can
go anywhere on the page.

Keep essential information like logos and
phone numbers within the GREEN area.
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